
   

 

 

 

Branch Hours:  Mondays-Fridays: 5:45 am – 8 pm  |  Saturdays: 8 am – 5 pm  |  Sundays: 10 am – 5 pm 

PINELAND BRANCH - GROUP EXERCISE CLASS DESCRIPTIONS  

ALL LEVELS YOGA-  This yoga class is for all levels of participants – work at your own pace.  Modifications and challenge offered. 

AQUASIZE- Water helps support the joints, promotes balance, and working against the current gives the right amount of resistance.   

BALLET – This introductory level class will focus on proper placement, alignment, basic ballet skills, and a solid foundation for dance 

of any genre.  Barre work, Center Practice, Allegro (Jumps) and Dance sequences will be covered.  Curriculum will be based on Royal 

Academy of Dancing (RAD) and Cecchetti style movement. Tutus welcome! 

BALLROOM DANCING - Ballroom Dancing is smooth and elegant!  Brush up on your skills or come to learn new ones. In this 

beginner class you will learn  Rumba, Swing, Waltz, Tango, Foxtrot and Bolero moves, as well as fun line dances. Come with a 

partner or solo. All levels welcome. 

BEGINNER YOGA – This yoga class is great for beginners or those searching for the gentle therapeutic benefits of yoga. 

BOOT CAMP- A full-body workout designed for all fitness levels combing techniques from sport-like activities and exercises using 
your own body weight or hand weights to achieve ultimate results.   

BOOT CAMP YOGA- The components of strength work with the rewards of balance and the flexibility of Yoga.  

CANDLEPIN & COFFEE – Seniors are you looking for some social time to have some fun?! Come to Candlepin & Coffee. Play a 

string or 2 of bowling and have coffee and socialize with current and new friends! Open to the community. 

CORE YOGA- Enjoy the benefits of yoga from a core strengthening perspective. 

CREATIVE MOVEMENT - Creative movement is fun, imaginative, intuitive, and excellent for developing fine and gross motor skills 

and assisting with brain development through cross-hemisphere communication.  Creative Movement provides an excellent source of 

physical activity and also introduces children to different musical styles, rhythms, movement concepts and above all the importance 

of teamwork.  

DROP-IN PICKLEBALL – Pickleball is a sport in which two to four players use solid paddles made of wood or composite materials to 

hit a perforated polymer ball over a net. Pickleball has quickly become popular among adults and youth as a fun game for players of 

ALL skill levels. 

FOREVER FIT- This class integrates posture, balance, strength, and agility to help you look, act, and feel younger. 

GENTLE YOGA- This is a very calming yoga class that will focus on stretching, breathing, and modified yoga moves.  

HYDRO FIT! – Mixes dance moves with cardio, balance, flexibility and strength movements. It may require the use of a variety of 

equipment or not. Enjoy being in the water while conditioning the entire body. For all levels who are looking for a fun & effective 

class! 

HIP HOP DANCE– Teen’s Hip-Hop Class! We will work on isolations, listen to bumping beats, and perform a dance at the end of this 

7 week session!  

INTRO TO BALLET – From beginning barre to Balanchine, ballet is wonderful for strength, flexibility and coordination. Students will 

spend 40 minutes learning traditional vocabulary and various movement skills of this dance genre. Each session will explore a 

different classic ballet and work towards creating our own version for family and friends. Tutus are encouraged!! 

INTRO TO SPORTS - Calling all mini-athletes! Our Intro to Sports class will keep everyone active and excited this Spring! New 

sports adventures await each week. Kids will experience everything from soccer to basketball and a tons of fun in-between!  

LIQUID TONING- A very moderate shallow water exercise circuit training class. 

MEDITATION- Explore different styles, techniques, and methods of meditation, while keeping a base in breath awareness.  
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MEN’S YOGA -  With practice, dedication and an open mind, men will find that Men’s Yoga can directly benefit them in ways in 

which they may not have previously considered or been exposed to before. 

MINI GYM ADVENTURES - Jump, twist and leap your way into Mini Gym! Each week we'll sing, dance, run, read and play while 

exploring a different themed adventure!  From pirates to superheroes, each class will bring awesome new adventures and fun filled 

challenges! Get moving at Mini Gym! 

OUTDOOR CIRCUIT- Join this class for a fantastic heart pumping, muscle building workout…outdoors! Featuring a wide variety of 

exercises from plyometrics, resistance training, aerobic intervals, and more! Be prepared to have fun and feel great! 

P90X LIVE! - A full body strength workout and cardio drill set to get your heart pumping and your muscles working hard!  All levels 

of fitness are welcome! 

PEDAL & KETTLE- 30 minutes of intense cycling followed by 30 minutes of kettle bell.  Arrive early and sign up.  

PILATES- This multilevel class blends the essential and intermediate exercises of a mat Pilates repertoire with correct progression. 

PILATES/YOGA FUSION - Just what it sounds like – a combination of these two great wellness staples. 

PILATES YOGA FUSION ON THE BALL - A unique and fun approach to fitness. This class incorporates balance, stability, tone, agility 

and strength like no other! 

POWER WALKING & STRENGTH - A low impact class consists of a moderate tempo walk with light hand weights (optional), covering 

approximately 1-2 miles with stops along the way for body toning exercises. 

TABLE TENNIS – Table tennis is a sport that can be enjoyed by individuals of any age and physical ability.  It is a great way to 

stimulate the brain and promote quick thinking while improving hand-eye coordination.  

TAI CHI- T’ai Chi is a self-healing system of slow, graceful exercises that combines movement, meditation and rhythmic breathing 

to improve flow of the chi which is thought to prevent illness and improve well-being. 

TOTAL BODY- Engage all major muscle groups, with the added benefit of a great cardio workout.   

TOTAL BODY CIRCUIT- Fun cardio segments to keep your heart rate up and burn those calories. End with a little ab work and 

stretch! 

TOTAL BODY CONDITIONING- A combo class of strength training, cardio, flexibility, core and balance techniques. Incorporates 

Tabata, circuit, HITT, Bosu and more! Please note: If the weather is nice, this class will be heading outside to the Pineland trails to 

complete workouts while incorporating hikes and walks. 

TRI TRAINING- First triathlon? Looking for a great trainer program to enhance your performance? This is the class for you! 

Y CYCLE- A non-impact individually paced cardiovascular workout on specially designed indoor cycling bikes.   

YOGA FLOW:  Is open to all levels of practice and abilities and is especially great for beginners or those searching for the 
therapeutic benefits of yoga. This soothing gentle practice focuses on moving slowly into basic yoga poses while using the breath as 
a tool to remain present and mindful. The slow pace of this of this class allows you to enjoy each pose. Expect lots of stretching and 
lengthening with a heavy dose of relaxation to wrap up your practice and leave you feeling great. 
 
ZUMBA STEP- Combine the toning and strengthening power of Step aerobics, with the fun fitness party of Zumba.  

ZUMBA TONING/MIX – Targeted body sculpting with high energy cardio work and Latin infused Zumba moves = dance fitness 

party!  
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